Theme Shows Further Description
City Hall Foyer Gallery
1. March 2022-May 2022-THEME SHOW (Local/Regional Interest)
Deadline: Feb. 18, 2022
For this show, artwork that supports/illustrates/represents/visually invites
viewers to engage with the specific experiences of this area will be
included. The artwork will celebrate what is beautiful and unique about this
area's culture/experiences/ecology/place. Local/Regional oddities,
amusements, and off-the-wall ness are all welcome in this show.
2. June 2022-Aug. 2022 -THEME SHOW (My Jeffersonville)
Deadline: May 6, 2022
For this show, artwork that supports/illustrates/represents/visually
invites/defines the feeling of Jeffersonville will be included. The artwork
should demonstrate a point of view about Jeffersonville, historically or
contemporarily. Artwork CAN but is not required to invite the viewer to
experience something different or interesting about their experience of our
city.
3. Sept. 2022-Nov. 2022-THEME SHOW (Landscapes/Cityscapes)
Deadline: Aug. 5, 2022
For this show artwork that supports/illustrates/represents/visually invites
viewers to experience landscapes/cityscapes will be included. Artwork does
not have to be of local areas, but is definitely a bonus! Artwork that
supports or challenges the beauty of the traditional landscape/cityscape is
welcome!
4. Dec. 2022-Feb. 2023-THEME SHOW (Family/Togetherness)
Deadline: Nov. 4, 2022

For this show artwork that helps us think, process, or experience the
concept of togetherness will be included. Artwork should look at human
relationships. All styles of art are welcome, artwork does not have to
include traditional groups or representational rendering to be included.
Pieces that invoke a feeling of belonging, group, unity, or family through a
variety of styles are the hope of this show.
NoCo Digital Gallery
1. March 29th-April 19th-THEME SHOW (AMPLIFY)
Deadline: Feb. 25, 2022
Chosen as the theme for the Public Art program for the year the Amplify
digital gallery show will be on display during a community kick-off party
occurring in April, and will be used as a point of discussion during the
event. Amplify this year was chosen as our theme with the hopes of
strengthening rhythms in our program that are positive while bringing light
and voice to peoples/groups/programs that have previously not been
included in our space. The artwork for this show should focus on aligning to
the various definitions of what our theme word can mean in the visual
space.

amplify verb
am·pli·fy | \ ˈam-plə-ˌfī \
amplified; amplifying

Definition of amplify
transitive verb

1: to expand (something, such as a statement) by the use of detail or illustration or by closer
analysis
2a: to make larger or greater (as in amount, importance, or intensity) : INCREASE
b: to increase the strength or amount of especially : to make louder
c: to cause (a gene or DNA sequence) to undergo amplification

